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SECONDHAND VAPING
Why Tiny Particles are a Big Problem



SECONDHAND VAPING

Safe Air for Lili

Lili has asthma and needs to stay away from things that could  
make it hard for her to breathe.



SECONDHAND VAPING

Safe Air for Lili
Uncle Paulo pulls out his vape pen at dinner.

“Sorry, no smoking 
inside. It makes  
Lili cough.”



“This isn’t smoke,  
I’m vaping.”



Mother: “It still puts chemicals in the air and makes it hard  
for her to breathe.” 



Family Doctor: “When someone vapes, chemical particles go into their  
lungs and then out into the air. These particles can affect  

breathing – for the person vaping and for others.”



“Right! And 
Abuelo too!”

“OK, we want Lili 
to be healthy, right 
sweetheart?” 

“Right!”



SECONDHAND VAPING

Through the Walls

Abuela knocks on Uncle Paulo’s bedroom door.



Abuela knocks on Uncle Paulo’s bedroom door.

“Can you please 
not vape inside? 
Lili has trouble 
breathing when 
you do.” “What do 

you mean? 
My door was 
closed.”



Abuela: “She went to the doctor today and they said it can  
come through the air vents and electric outlets.“



Family Doctor: “The chemical particles from vaping can go from room to 
room, even between apartments. It can make it hard for Lili to breathe.”



“I had no idea 
that it could move 
through walls like 
that. No problem,  
I’ll go outside.”



“Thank you!”



SECONDHAND VAPING

It Sticks Around

Father’s friend Javier is visiting.

“Want some?”

“Sorry, not 
inside, we 
want to keep 
the baby 
healthy.”



Father’s friend Javier is visiting.

“But you said the 
children won’t be 
back until later!”



Father: “The vapor gets on the furniture and carpet and you know  
he still puts everything in his mouth.”



“I remember when  
he tried to eat  
the TV remote!  
OK, no problem.”



Family Doctor: “The aerosol in vaping sticks to everything it lands on.  
And the chemicals don’t go away until it’s cleaned.  

This can be dangerous for children or pets.”



Family Doctor: “The best way to keep your home healthy  
is to keep it smoke and vape-free.”
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LEARN MORE ABOUT THE RISKS OF VAPING:

www.VapingFactCheckVC.org
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